
CALL FOR AN URGENT SOLUTION!
We, the undersigning faith communities and democratic  migrants organizations with Turkish, 
Kurdish,  Arabic  and other  different  ethnical-cultural  backgrounds,  want  to  share  our  deepest 
concern with the international public regarding the unlimited hunger strike that is started by the 
prisoners in Turkey- the hunger strike has now reached its 55th day. 

The hunger  strike started by Kurdish prisoners with the demands of education and the right of 
self- defense in their mother tongue, and the abolishing of the isolation imprisonment against 
Abdullah Ocalan. The AKP government has used severe destructive measures and the death of 
many prisoners is coming closer. It must be clear that this will pave the path for even bigger 
problems and that the AKP government and minister president Recep Tayip Erdogan will be held 
accountable for the death of the prisoners.  In about 68 prisons, over 700 prisoners are facing 
death. The government makes it look as if it will make a counter move against it rather than 
solving the issue through a constructive dialogue. 

As a joint platform of democratic mass organizations in Europa, we appeal to the international 
democratic public to pursue an urgent solution that will favor the demands of the prisoners.  
At the same time we call upon the migrants from the different nations living in Europe, to be in 
solidarity in their local branches and to be faithful in their historical responsibility. 

 
AABF (Alevite Society Germany)
YEK-KOM (Federation of Kurdish Associations in Germany)
ATIK (Confederation of Workers from Turkey in Europe)
AVEGKON (Confederation of the Oppressed Migrants in Europe)
DIDF (Federation of Democratic Workers Associations)
ÖDA (Freedom and Solidarity)
ADHK (Confederation of the Democratic Rights in Europe)
Initiative Liwa Iskenderun
TÜDAY (Human Rights Association Turkey/Germany)
KOMKAR (Confederation of the Associations of Kurdistan in Europe)
FDG (Federation of the Dersim Societies)
European Peace Parliament
CENÎ (Krudish Woman Bureau for Peace)
FEDA (Federation of Democratic Alevite’s)
AKB (European Kocgiri Alliance)
Dersim-Society for re-construction
YXK (Association of Students from Kurdistan)
FKE (Federation of the Ezidi Associations in Germany)
Dersim Initiative Europa
Art Gallery
Platform for people in Exile
Centre for Education and Culture Bergisch Gladbach
Anatolia Federation
Newspaper “Yasanacak Dünya”


